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High Capacity Tunnel Fans Decrease Producer Profits! 
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Most fan manufacturers sell standard and high capacity versions of the many of their tunnel fan models.  High capacity
versions of tunnel fans typically move approximately 10% more air than the standard version thus allowing 10% fewer
fans to be installed to achieve the desired tunnel wind speed.  Though on the surface this appears to be a winning
proposition, the problem is that high capacity fans use disproportionally more power than the standard versions.  The
end result is though you install fewer high capacity fans, you end up using far more electricity.

Example:
Choretime 52" galvanized fan with a butterfly shutter (standard vs high capacity)
The standard version of the Choretime 52" galvanized fan with butterfly shutter moves 24,500 cfm @ 0.10" static
pressure and has an energy efficiency rating of 20.8 cfm/watt.  With an air flow ratio of 0.76, the standard model is one
of the top performing tunnel fans tested by the University of Illinois BESS Lab!  The high capacity version of the same
fan model has a slightly different blade angle which increases the air moving capacity of the fan to 27,300 cfm @ 0.10"
static pressure (a 10% increase).  The downside is that energy efficiency rating drops to 18.0 cfm/watt.   How will this
affect a producer’s operating costs?

New 50' X 500' Broiler House
(target air velocity = 600 ft/min)

Standard Capacity Fan
(model 49519-22)

High Capacity Fan*

(model 49519-21)

Number of tunnel fans 12 11

Air speed 620 ft/min 630 ft/min

Yearly operating cost (per fan) $401 $520
Total tunnel fan yearly electricity cost

($0.10 Kw*hr) 
$4,810 $5,710

Yearly electricity savings $900 -

5-year electricity savings (per house)
5-year electricity savings for a four-house farm

$4,500
$18,000 -

Cost of the additional fan $900 -
*Over 75% of the above 52" galvanized butterfly fans sold are high capacity versions.



Electricity rates are increasing.  It is not unrealistic to believe that within the next ten years electricity rates will increase
to $0.15 per Kw*hr or higher (some regions of the U.S. are already paying 0.15 Kw*hr).  What is a high capacity fan
going to cost a producer in the future?

50' X 500' Broiler House
(target air velocity = 600 ft/min)

Standard Capacity Fan
(model 49519-22)

High Capacity Fan
(model 49519-21)

Number of tunnel fans 12 11

Yearly operating cost (per fan) $602 $779
Total tunnel fan yearly electricity cost

($0.15 Kw*hr) 
$7,220 $8,570

Yearly electricity savings $1,350 -

5 year electricity savings (per house)
5 year electricity savings for a 4 house farm

$6,750
$27,000 -

All fan manufacturers sell high capacity versions of many of their tunnel fans.  They are popular, in part, because too
many people are just looking at how much air a fan moves and not at how much it will cost to operate.  Though
decreasing the number of fans through the use of high capacity fans will decrease the initial cost of a house, it will
increase operating costs and thus reduce producer income.  The point is fewer tunnel fans do not necessarily result in
lower operating costs.  When purchasing tunnel fans knowing how much air a fan moves is important....knowing how
much it will cost to operate is equally as important.
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